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Abstract

Background: Systematic literature reviews and systematic mapping studies are becoming increasingly common in software engineering, and hence it becomes even more important to better understand the reliability of such studies.

Objective: This paper presents a study of two systematic mapping studies to evaluate the reliability of mapping studies and point out some challenges related to this type of study in software engineering.

Method: The research is based on an in-depth case study of two published mapping studies on software product line testing.

Results: We found that despite the fact that the two studies are addressing the same topic, there are quite a number of differences when it comes to papers included and in terms of classification of the papers included in the two mapping studies.

Conclusions: From this we conclude that although mapping studies are important, their reliability cannot simply be taken for granted. Based on the findings we also provide four conjectures that further research has to address to make secondary studies (systematic mapping studies and systematic literature reviews) even more valuable to both researchers and practitioners.
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1. Introduction

Research is published to enable others to build on the conducted research. There are two major approaches to building on the research of others, either continuing the type of research presented or using the results presented to synthesize the knowledge of research in an area by systematically processing and structuring the research. The former means adding more primary studies while the latter involves performing secondary studies, i.e. studies where the results from several primary studies are collated. Secondary studies are a standard approach in many research disciplines. The advent of a systematic approach to secondary studies in software engineering was in 2004 [Kitchenham04] when Evidenced-based Software Engineering (EBSE) was introduced as a concept. It was later adapted to software practitioners [Dybå05]. The approach taken on EBSE was inspired by the practice in evidence-based medicine, although secondary studies have been used in Information Systems [Webster02], which is a discipline closer to software engineering than evidence-based medicine. Thus, the objective of a secondary study is to provide both researchers and practitioners with an overview of an area, and to identify gaps in the literature. Researchers may use secondary studies to direct their work to research gaps; practitioners may use secondary studies to understand the effectiveness and efficiency of, for example, a specific method or technology. Secondary studies are needed to make the best possible decisions related to future research and practice. This implies that the secondary studies must be perceived as reliable and trustworthy.

In this context, it is worth noting that a well-defined approach to literature searches should be viewed as the way to conduct literature reviews, whether being for a secondary study or being a literature review for any research paper. The introduction of worldwide accessible research databases and search engines has changed the expectations of literature studies independently of the objective of the search as such.

Since the introduction of EBSE and the development of guidelines for systematic reviews [Kitchenham07], secondary studies in software engineering have increased over the years as illustrated by several tertiary studies [Kitchenham09, Kitchenham10, da Silva11]. Secondary studies may be divided into systematic literature reviews and systematic mapping studies (or scoping studies). A systematic literature review is expected to provide a synthesis of the knowledge in an area (often related to a specific research question), while a mapping study primarily maps out the research by different classifications of the primary studies included in the secondary studies. Thus, the main difference is in scope and in the analysis procedures. The scope is often broader in a mapping study than in a systematic literature review, and a deeper synthesis is not expected in a systematic mapping study. However, we would argue that the procedures for selecting primary studies to include in the secondary study should be the same for systematic literature reviews and systematic mapping studies, although Kitchenham et al. on the one hand expect the search strategy to be “less stringent” for mapping studies and on the other hand stress the need for high quality in completeness and rigour for them to form a good basis for further research [Kitchenham11b]. When Kitchenham et al. refer to less stringent, the examples given relate to limitations in terms of the sources used for relevant papers. Basically, a systematic map may be viewed as a subset of a systematic literature review, i.e. a study without the synthesis step and often addressing an area rather than a more specific research question. Kitchenham et al. [Kitchenham11b] elaborate further on the differences between reviews and maps.
With the increase in the number of published secondary studies, it is obvious that it becomes important to also understand their reliability. Reliability in this context relates to whether two studies on the same topic would draw the same conclusions about a research area, where the overlap in papers identified is one factor. To enable such an evaluation, more than one study is needed on a topic. MacDonell et al. designed a study to evaluate the reliability of systematic literature reviews [MacDonell10] with two teams conducting the same systematic review on estimation for cross-company and within company models. Experts in the area conducted the review and it is a quite narrow topic. The two teams came to similar findings, and hence they concluded that in their case the systematic literature review was reliable. If it had not worked in this case, it would be hard to believe that systematic literature reviews would be reliable in a broader context. The challenge is increased in terms of reliability when we have two studies without a common research question, although addressing the same topic. Here, we present a study comparing two independent mapping studies. The study is based on two systematic mapping studies on software product line testing [Engström11, Neto11], which were conducted by two independent research teams. The researchers were unaware that another team was conducting a similar mapping study. Thus, the study here is opportunistic in the sense that the opportunity to study the reliability came from the availability of two systematic maps and not from actually designing a study with two teams. The first author of this paper initiated the reliability study and invited the other authors since more in-depth knowledge of the two systematic mapping studies was needed than provided in the published maps. Thus, the study presented may be positioned as a participant-observer case study in a similar way as done by, for example, Kitchenham et al. [Kitchenham12a].

In the study by Kitchenham et al. [Kitchenham12a], the authors conducted a mapping study of empirical studies in unit testing and regression testing. The authors compared the papers identified with those from an expert literature review and six mapping studies or literature reviews on partially overlapping topics. None of the studies addressed exactly the same area as the mapping study conducted by the authors. Thus, to the best of our knowledge, this paper contributes the first reliability study of two independent systematic mapping studies in software engineering focused on the exact same topic. It provides an in-depth analysis of two systematic mapping studies in the area of software product line testing. It compares the goals for the studies, the papers included in the two mapping studies and in particular the classification of the papers found in both mapping studies. Based on the experiences from the analysis, the paper provides a number of reflections and concludes by presenting a set of conjectures regarding secondary studies in software engineering. The conjectures provide a basis for further development of the methods for conducting secondary studies.

In summary, the main focus of this paper is to evaluate the reliability of mapping studies by comparing the outcome of two independent systematic mapping studies on the same topic. In particular, the objective is to compare the two mapping studies both with regard to the papers identified and the classification of the identified papers. The following definitions are used for systematic mapping studies, systematic literature review and reliability respectively in the paper. The definition of a systematic literature review is included to contrast it with a systematic mapping study.

**Definitions:**

*“Systematic mapping study (also referred to as a scoping study): A broad review of primary studies in a specific topic area that aims to identify what evidence is available on the topic.”* [Kitchenham07]
“Systematic literature review: (also referred to as a systematic review). A form of secondary study that uses a well-defined methodology to identify, analyse and interpret all available evidence related to a specific research question in a way that is unbiased and (to a degree) repeatable.” [Kitchenham07]

“Reliability: Demonstrating that the operations of a study – such as the data collection procedures – can be repeated, with the same results.” [Yin09]

Given the definitions of systematic mapping studies and reliability, we conclude that two mapping studies on the same topic ought to produce a similar overview of a topic for it to be possible to claim that mapping studies are indeed reliable, including that the findings are repeatable and consistent. We study this issue by comparing the goals of the studies, listing all the primary studies of the two mapping studies, analysing differences and similarities between the sets of primary studies, as well as how they are classified in the respective mapping studies. Our findings lead us to identify conjectures that may lead to more reliable secondary studies in the future.

The remainder of the paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 presents related work. In Section 3, the research method and research questions are presented. The two mapping studies forming the input to the analysis are introduced in Section 4. The results of the analysis are presented in Section 5, which is followed by a discussion based on the findings in Section 6. Section 7 presents the conclusions and the conjectures based on the study. Finally, all papers included in the systematic maps are listed in a structured way in Appendix A and in Appendix B the classification of the research type of the papers found by both studies is provided.

2. Related work

Systematic literature reviews have become established in the field of medicine as a way of synthesizing evidence and then ultimately allowing researchers to come to a joint understanding of the status of a research area. In clinical medicine, the studies are often randomized controlled trials, which then makes synthesis easier (although not necessarily easy) than if aiming to synthesize studies including more qualitative data and with more variation in the context [Cruzes11]. Case studies are one such example. Inspired by medicine, the concept of evidence-based software engineering was coined by Kitchenham et al. [Kitchenham04]. In parallel, similar ideas have been brought into information systems research, e.g. by Webster and Watson [Webster02].

Evidence-based software engineering may be viewed as an evolution of research discussing the need to synthesize research results as discussed in the late 1990s [Pickard98, Miller99, Hayes99]. Pickard et al. discuss combining research results, Miller addresses the issue of combining research results through meta-analysis and Hayes uses the concept of synthesis of research results. They all have in common that they stress the need for a systematic approach to not only conducting individual research studies, but also to building knowledge from combining findings from different studies on a topic. One such early example is the work by Basili et al. [Basili99], where the authors look into combining the research and hence knowledge we have regarding research on software inspections.

Based on the original EBSE ideas [Kitchenham04], the research related to systematic literature reviews, and more generally secondary studies in software engineering, has subsequently evolved. The ideas have been formulated from a practitioner’s point of view [Dybå05] and guidelines for
conducting systematic literature have been developed [Kitchenham07]. Furthermore, the concept of using systematic mapping studies as a complement to systematic literature reviews has been proposed [Petersen08]. Kitchenham et al. [Kitchenham11b] discuss the use of systematic mapping studies as a starting point for further research. We use secondary studies as a collective term for systematic literature reviews and systematic mapping studies.

The research process for systematic mapping studies has five main steps [Petersen08]: 1. Defining research questions. 2. Conducting the search for primary studies. 3. Screening papers based on inclusion/exclusion criteria. 4. Classifying the papers. 5. Data extraction and aggregation. The research questions for mapping studies are generic and related to research trends, typically of the form “which researchers, how much activity, what type of studies, etc.” [Kitchenham11b].

As a result of the evolution and introduction of secondary studies in software engineering, the number of secondary studies published has grown in the last five years [Kitchenham09, Kitchenham10, da Silva11]. A consequence of having more secondary studies published is that it is possible to investigate secondary studies as such [Kitchenham09] and also study specific aspects of secondary studies such as repeatability, in particular in relation to novice researchers [Kitchenham11a], and the reliability of, for example, systematic literature reviews [MacDonell10]. In the latter study, the authors divided themselves into two teams to conduct two independent systematic literature reviews from a joint research question. The study resulted in a large overlap between papers found in the two systematic literature reviews. In Kitchenham et al. [Kitchenham12a], the authors conducted a mapping study of empirical studies related to unit testing and regression testing, and the papers found were compared with an expert literature review and six other secondary studies with overlapping topics. When comparing the papers found, they conclude that they missed at least 10% of the relevant papers in relation to the other studies and in some cases a large number of papers. It is also concluded that the other secondary studies also missed papers.

Overlap between secondary studies has been studied in other fields too. Some examples are reported here. Woodman et al. conducted a study of eight reviews reporting evidence in the area of physical activity interventions [Woodman12]. The overlap of primary studies was lower than anticipated by the authors. Most primary studies were only found in one of the reviews. Ekeland et al. did a review of systematic reviews regarding the effectiveness of telemedicine [Ekeland10]. They found that the reviews came to different conclusions about the effectiveness, which may be due to differences in judging, for example, costs and patient benefits. However, they also concluded that several reviews studied similar or overlapping topics, and they observed that the reviews at least partially included the same papers. Taken together, the reliability of secondary studies may be a challenge, and hence it is important to address this further within software engineering.

The evolution of secondary studies in software engineering has now reached a state where it is possible to improve the way secondary studies are conducted, as illustrated by investigations of the search strategy [Dieste09, Skoglund09, Zhang11, Jalali12]. Another example is that researchers have questioned the way systematic literature searches are conducted [Boell11]. They argue that the actual search is not the most important step; it is the reading and understanding of an area that is the key to a good literature review. The latter is aligned with the findings that novice researchers may not be very well equipped to conduct secondary studies [Kitchenham11a].
Despite the increased focus on conducting systematic literature studies in software engineering, there is still too little attention on conducting research synthesis. This needs to change and synthesis needs to be an integral part of systematic reviews to increase their significance and usefulness for research and practice [Cruzes11]. An important step in this direction is to investigate and understand how secondary studies should be interpreted and hence in particular the reliability of them. Thus, based on the publication of two independent mapping studies [Engström11, Neto11], this paper provides some new insights on the reliability of systematic mapping studies in software engineering. The research complements the findings from earlier studies [MacDonell10, Kitchenham11a, Kitchenham12a].

It should be acknowledged that these two mapping studies are not the first studies focusing on systematically mapping or reviewing the state of the art in testing of software product lines. Lamancha et al. [Lamancha09] presented a systematic review, which resulted in 23 primary studies being identified for inclusion. The primary studies were classified into seven areas: Unit Testing, Integration Testing, Functional Testing, SPL Architecture Testing, Embedded Systems Testing, Testing Process and Testing Effort in SPL. It then discusses variability points and testing technique used. However, the study by Lamancha et al. cannot be compared to the two mapping studies, since the study was available to both research groups when performing their systematic mappings. Thus, it does not qualify as an independent secondary study in this analysis.

3. Research method

Recognising that two systematic mappings on the same topic had been accepted for publication, it was decided that it was a unique opportunity to analyse them together. The actual research method may be classified as being a participant-observer case study with two cases. Others also use this type of case study methodology when doing this type of analysis as exemplified by [Kitchenham11b, Kitchenham12a]. The first author has acted as an observer of the research throughout the work (not involved in any of the two mapping studies), and the other authors have been participants in their own systematic mapping study, and observers of the other mapping study. The two cases in the case study are the two independent systematic mapping studies. The case study includes two data collection methods, i.e. archival analysis of the two systematic mapping studies and interviews via email with the authors of the two mapping studies.

The first author of this paper has been the main driver of the comparison of the two mapping studies to ensure as much impartiality in relation to the original mapping studies as possible. Initially, the intention was to base the study solely on the published papers to ensure objectivity. However, it was concluded that some additional input was needed and that it would be beneficial if the authors of the mapping studies were involved to help in ensuring that the papers were interpreted correctly. Thus, one of the more senior authors of each of the mapping studies was contacted (Runeson and de Almeida), and that person has then also received support from some of the other authors of the mapping studies.

---

1 According to the definitions in this paper, it is a mapping study.
3.1 Research question

The main research question is: Are similar results obtained when independent researchers systematically create a systematic map? This research question is a variant of the research question posed by MacDonell et al. [MacDonell10]: “How reliable are systematic reviews?”

This question is further broken down into:

RQ1: Which steps of the mapping studies are shown to be reliable or unreliable and why?

RQ2: How are the general conclusions about the topic affected by differences in the two independent studies?

RQ3: Based on the analysis, what recommendations can be made to help improve reliability of secondary studies such as systematic reviews and systematic mapping studies?

The word “reliable” is used here to mean both repeatable and consistent. A secondary study should be repeatable in the sense that it should be possible to redo a study and understand the reasoning of the authors. This is not the same as being consistent. Consistency is in this context a matter of conducting an independent new systematic study and obtaining similar results.

3.2 Research process

The research process was as follows:

1. The first author extracted as much information as possible from the two systematic maps, including listings of papers and a summary of the process used in the two mapping studies.
2. The contact authors were asked to explain whether papers found in the other mapping study were never found or excluded in the evaluation process. Furthermore, they were asked to check the summary of the procedure used in their respective mapping study.
3. The contact authors were asked to explain the process when classifying the research papers into research types, see Section 5.2. A naming issue regarding one research type was resolved.
4. Based on the input, the first author summarized the material in the paper and it was sent for review to the contact authors. Some clarifications were introduced based on the feedback. Based on the agreement of the interpretation of the two mapping studies, the first author continued the analysis.
5. The paper was iterated several times for revision and commenting.

To maintain objectivity, the authors of the original mapping studies were initially only asked questions; they were then provided with the summaries of the mapping studies to check them for correctness, and finally they were also provided with the actual results. The whole research process was organized via email.

4. The two mapping studies

4.1 Introduction

This comparative study is based upon two recent mapping studies on software product line testing. Both articles were published in Information and Software Technology. The two studies were conducted in parallel by two independent research teams: one team was located in Sweden and one
team in Brazil/USA. Both studies follow the normal patterns when it comes to reporting, i.e. the mapping studies report classifications on the research in the area, but they do not provide any real synthesis of the primary studies. Thus, it is impossible to go beyond comparing the classifications here. Once a synthesis is reported then it is commonly denoted as a systematic literature review instead of a systematic mapping study.

It is particularly interesting to compare the two studies since they use the same classification scheme for describing the research type. Wieringa et al. introduced this classification scheme for papers in requirements engineering [Wieringa06], but the scheme is not very specific to that field and may be used more generally. In summary the six research types are defined as follows:

- **Evaluation Research**: Techniques, methods, tools or other solutions are implemented and evaluated in practice, and the outcomes are investigated.
- **Validation Research**: A novel solution is developed and evaluated in a laboratory setting.
- **Solution Proposal**: A solution for a research problem is proposed, and the benefits are discussed, but not evaluated.
- **Conceptual Proposal (or Philosophical Paper)**: Structures an area in the form of a taxonomy or conceptual framework, hence provides a new way of looking at existing things.
- **Experience Report**: Includes the experience by the author on what and how something happened in practice.
- **Opinion Paper**: Personal opinion on a special matter is discussed in an opinion paper without relying on related work and research methodologies.

However, the two mapping studies use different ways of classifying the research focus. Basically, the research questions within each mapping study drive the actual structuring of the topic, but not the overall objective to create a systematic map of the status of the research related to software product line testing. Thus, the two maps ought to be comparable given the overarching goal of systematic mapping studies, see definition in Section 1. The different ways of structuring the topic make it a little hard to compare the conclusions in relation to the technical aspects presented in the two studies. However, a mapping between them is presented in Section 5 as part of the results.

Next, the two studies are summarized briefly in terms of approach taken to conduct each mapping study.

### 4.2 Swedish study

The Swedish study [Engström11] has four research questions focusing on challenges, publication forums, topics of research and type of research, and the researchers searched for publications “with a clear focus on the testing of a software product line”. The study includes only peer-reviewed articles up until 2008 (inclusive). To identify relevant papers, the researchers used a five-step search strategy:

1. **Exploratory search**: Six known papers were scanned for references to and from additional articles. This resulted in having 24 articles.
2. **Related work**: For each of the papers in step 1, introductory sections and related work sections were read and an additional 10 papers were included based on references.
3. Conference proceedings: Based on the publication forums for the papers in steps 1 and 2, the proceedings of two conferences were searched. This added another 19 papers to the set of studies.

4. Databases: The set of papers identified were validated against keyword searches in GoogleScholar and the ISI database, using general keywords as “product” and “line/family/families” and “test/testing”. This resulted in an additional 11 papers.

5. Earlier review: The earlier Spanish study was found [Lamancha09] and it was checked whether some papers were missing in the study. No new papers were identified.

The authors decided to only include peer-reviewed papers with a clear focus on some aspect of software product line testing. In total 64 papers were identified. The authors classified the papers into three main categories, which were structured as follows:

- Contribution with five subcategories: tool, method, model, metric and open items.
- Research focus with seven subcategories: organization and process, test management, testability, automation, unit testing, integration testing, as well as system and acceptance testing.
- Research type with six subcategories (as defined above): experience report, opinion paper, conceptual proposal, solution proposal, validation research, and evaluation research.

The papers were classified into the above subcategories by two researchers working independently and if there was any disagreement it was discussed and resolved. A single paper may be classified as having several different contributions and hence the sum of the contributions does not become 64. The sum reported is 74 for contributions. Furthermore, one paper has two research foci and hence the sum of research focus and research type both sums to 65.

4.3 Brazilian/USA study

The Brazilian/USA study [Neto11] uses nine specific research questions to structure the research topic. The research questions related to: test strategy, static and dynamic analysis, testing level, regression testing, non-functional requirements, commonality and variability, binding times and testability, test effort reduction, and measurement. The paper also reports where papers related to testing of software product lines are published. The study includes papers up until 2009 (inclusive). The study is primarily focused on peer-reviewed articles, but does include some book chapters, reports and theses found on the web. The non-peer-reviewed sources were primarily identified through a snowballing approach, i.e. using the reference lists of the articles identified to find more sources. The following search strategy was used:

1. A preliminary search was conducted with a set of keywords. However, it generated too many results and too few relevant results.
2. Based on the experience from step 1, the search strings were rephrased. It resulted in 18 different search strings, originating from the specified research questions.
3. The search strings were used to search a number of the major databases for software engineering publications: ScienceDirect, Scopus, IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library and Springer Link.
4. The search in step 3 was then complemented with a search targeting some of the major journals published in the area. This included journals published by Elsevier, IEEE, ACM and Springer.
5. A targeted search was also conducted on some of the major conferences expected to publish articles related to the topics of the systematic mapping study.

6. Finally, the reference lists of the articles found were studied to identify additional sources of information such as book chapters, technical reports and theses.

The searches in steps 4 and 5 found many of the articles already found from step 3. In total 120 papers were investigated and after having scrutinized them in two steps the final set of papers was identified. The first evaluation was done based on abstract and conclusions and the second evaluation consisted of a full paper evaluation. Finally, 45 papers were identified for inclusion in the systematic map. The authors used three inclusion criteria to decide whether a paper should be part of their study or not. The papers should include one of three aspects related to software product line testing: testing concerns (e.g. methods, techniques and testability), static and dynamic analysis, and testing effort.

The authors classified the papers in relation to the nine research questions as well as in relation to research type, resulting in the following categories:

- Research focus with subcategories: test strategy, static and dynamic analysis, testing level, regression testing, non-functional requirements, commonality and variability, binding times and testability, test effort reduction, and measurement.
- Research type with six subcategories: experience report, opinion paper, philosophical papers\(^2\), solution proposal, validation research, and evaluation research.

As with the Swedish study, one paper may be classified into several subcategories. Each paper was categorised by two people, who then discussed and resolved any disagreements. It is worth noting that the research focus in the Brazilian/USA study has clear parallels with the research focus in the Swedish study, although covering some aspects not mapped out in the Swedish study. The contribution dimension used in the Swedish study partially relates to the Brazilian/USA study, for example, it is reasonable to compare metrics in the contribution in the Swedish study with measurement in the Brazilian/USA study. The mapping between the studies is further elaborated in Section 5. Furthermore, the Brazilian/USA study conducted a quality evaluation of the papers. The evaluation was not used to include or exclude papers, although a quality grading is provided [Neto11].

Given that the two mapping studies came up with two different sets of papers, although with some overlap, and that the classifications differ, at least in part, the only meaningful quantitative comparison between the two mapping studies is to look at the percentages of papers in different subcategories.

\(^2\) We will henceforth use the term “conceptual proposals” as in the Swedish study. The two studies use different names but refer to the same definition by Wieringa [Wieringa06].
5. Results

5.1 Papers

From simply listing the papers in the two mapping studies, it is possible to get a perception of the overlap between papers in the two mapping studies. The Swedish study and the Brazilian/USA study have 33 papers in common (Appendix A1), which implies that the Swedish study has 31 unique papers in comparison to the Brazilian/USA study and the Brazilian/USA study has 12 unique papers in relation to the Swedish study.

The papers for the two mapping studies are listed in Appendix A. It is noteworthy that almost 50% of the papers in the Swedish study do not appear in the Brazilian/USA study and five papers included in the Brazilian/USA study within the joint scope and time frame are not included in the Swedish study. This points to some interesting analyses, i.e. despite the same focus (testing of software product lines), there are clear differences in which papers are included. Some of these differences may be due to different years being covered, different inclusion/exclusion criteria, different search strategies or different judgments. Thus, it calls for a more detailed investigation into the differences between the studies and the papers included.

Beginning with the research questions, the two studies have different phrasing of their research questions, which also had a direct impact on their search and classification procedures. While the Swedish study was driven by a relatively high-level and open goal of identifying challenges, publication forums, topics of research and type of research on the testing of a software product line, the Brazilian/USA had nine more specific research questions, composed of the following keywords as well as their similar nouns and syntactic variations (e.g. plural form): Verification, Validation; Product Line, Product Family; Static Analysis, Dynamic Analysis; Variability, Commonality, Binding; Test Level; Test Effort, Test Measure; Non-functional Testing; Regression Testing, Test Automation, Testing Frame- work, Performance, Security, Evaluation, Validation. This list of keywords indicates that the Brazilian/USA study has a more inclusive definition of the field of software product line testing. For example, performance and security (without the testing qualifier), verification, and static analysis are not included in the Swedish study definition of software product line testing. This calls for further analysis of the consequences of these differences.

To further study the inclusion/exclusion of papers, the authors of the two systematic maps [Engström11, Neto11] were asked to identify when in the research process the papers not present in their own study (Swedish or Brazilian/USA), but included in the other study, were either not found or excluded. If a paper was excluded, the authors were asked to provide information about in which of the steps each paper was excluded. A summary of the results regarding which papers are included and excluded in the Swedish study and the Brazilian/USA study respectively can be found in Table 1.

Brazilian/USA study vs. Swedish study – 31 papers (Appendix A2)

First of all it should be noted that all papers in the Swedish study could potentially be included in the Brazilian/USA study. The Brazilian/USA study covers all years covered by the Swedish study, it includes peer-reviewed papers as focused on in the Swedish study, and has the more inclusive definition of the field. However, the specific phrasing of research questions may have constrained the scope of the Brazilian/USA study. The 31 papers included in the Swedish study and not included in the Brazilian/USA study are listed in Appendix A2. Out of these 31 papers, 21 papers were not
found in the searches and 10 papers were excluded based on the full text (Appendix A2.1). The relationships between the papers in the Swedish study and the Brazilian/USA study are summarized in Table 1. The 21 papers are further explored below.

**Swedish study vs. Brazilian/USA study – five papers (Appendix A3.1)**

The Brazilian/USA study includes five papers that are not included in the Swedish study, which are peer-reviewed and published in 2008 or earlier. These five papers are listed in Appendix A3.1. Four of these papers were not found in the Swedish study and one paper was excluded since it was judged to be too similar to another paper. It was judged in the Swedish study that inclusion of this paper would have biased the statistics when it came to the classification of the studies.

**Summary of papers included in the two systematic maps**

The outcome of the comparison between the Swedish study and the Brazilian/USA study in terms of papers included/excluded is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: A summary of the results regarding papers in the two systematic maps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Brazilian/USA</th>
<th>Swedish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Differences in years and inclusion/exclusion criteria</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer-reviewed papers published 2008 or before</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papers not included may be so for two reasons:</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Papers are not found due to search strategy</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Papers are excluded due to different judgments</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papers published after 2008, or non-peer-reviewed</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33+1</td>
<td>33+10</td>
<td>33+10+1 = 44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It may be observed that in total the two mapping studies could potentially have 44 papers in common, but due to different judgments of papers only 33 of these papers were actually included in both studies. This means that for 25% of the papers that the studies might have had in common were excluded by one of the mapping studies.

The fact that different papers are found is also interesting. Out of the four papers found in the Brazilian/USA study and not found in the Swedish study (due to search strategy), two are a consequence of different definitions of the field. They do not mention the term product lines (65), or are about static verification (67), which is outside the Swedish definition of the field. One paper (68) is probably neglected in the title-based search, since the title is very general, while the content is specific to software product lines. Finally, one paper (69) was overlooked by mistake. It was not as straightforward to understand why 21 papers found in the Swedish study were not found in the Brazilian/USA study. Thus, these papers were studied in more detail. The following procedure was applied:

1. Search for each paper in GoogleScholar with the objective of identifying the publisher, in particular to identify whether the paper is actually available in one of the databases used for the Brazilian/USA study.
   a. Search for all words in title
   b. Search for all words in title and authors
   c. Search for exact title
2. Based on the findings classify papers into:
   a. Available in the databases used in the Brazilian /USA study – Go to database
   b. Available in any other database – Go to database
   c. Pdf available through GoogleScholar
   d. Paper only visible through citations

The above procedure resulted in the classification in Table 2.

Table 2: Classification according to GoogleScholar search of papers found in snowballing, but not in the Brazilian/US study database searches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>In databases</th>
<th>In other databases</th>
<th>Pdf available</th>
<th>Only cited</th>
<th>Not found</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of papers</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results in Table 2 show that all 21 papers can be found through GoogleScholar, although two papers are not available as such. Having said this, it is important to note that even searching for all words in the title generates a large number of results, which means that it would be very difficult to find the papers. It is definitely a challenge to identify search strings in GoogleScholar that lead to high precision and high recall. Further, the content of GoogleScholar changes more dynamically over time and in a less controlled manner than, for databases such as ISI Web of Science. Despite these weaknesses, GoogleScholar is an important tool and it has a very broad coverage of published research. Given that the main search strategy in the Brazilian/USA study was to search through well-established scientific databases, it is particularly interesting to look closer at the six papers actually available in the databases used. The six papers are distributed as follows across databases:

- IEEE Xplore: 3 – Papers 44, 45 and 46 in Appendix A2.2.
- SpringerLink: 2 – Papers 47 and 48 in Appendix A2.2.
- ACM Digital Library: 1 – Paper 49 in Appendix A2.2.

These six papers were most likely not found due to use of different words in the papers and the actual search strings used in the Brazilian/USA study. The papers are listed in Appendix A2.2. The six papers could be compared with the four papers not found in the Swedish study, but found in the Brazilian/USA study. It means that the number of papers not found, but possible to find in the two studies is comparable. Having said that, 16 papers are not possible to find in the databases used in the Brazilian/USA study. These 16 papers are listed in Appendixes A2.3-A2.6.

**Reflections based on findings**

This analysis illustrates some of the difficulties related to inclusion/exclusion criteria and that the researchers may be influenced by their research questions. The latter refers to the fact that the primary goal of mapping studies is to provide a broad review of an area (as included in the definition in Section 1), and hence a systematic mapping should not be driven by specific research questions to the same extent as a systematic literature review, which normally is more focused. However, it is very likely that search strings are formulated in relation to the research questions actually posed in a systematic mapping study even if the objective of a mapping study is to be broader.

The analyses of the two studies illustrate that it is highly likely that there will be differences in terms of papers included for different studies. Further, the analysis of the availability of papers illustrates...
that researchers are highly likely to miss a number of papers because they are not available in the databases normally used when conducting database-based systematic literature reviews.

Here, we would like to hypothesize that these difficulties are because we can identify different sets of papers.

- Actual population (sometimes called the gold standard [Dieste09, Zhang11]): the set of all papers in the area based on the definition of it by the researchers conducting the secondary study. Furthermore, this is delimited by factual limitations, such as for example, publication years.
- Study population: the set is bounded by a number of decisions relating to conduct of the study, for example, databases searched.
- Sample: the actual sample in a study, which is the outcome of, for example, making judgments in relation to inclusion and exclusion criteria.

These three sets of papers are related to each other as follows. The study population is a subset of the actual population, and the sample is a subset of the study population. This is further elaborated in Section 6. Independently, we will most likely have slightly different outcomes depending on the researchers classifying the papers. This may be acceptable if the subset included in each study results in the same conclusions about the status of the area.

### 5.2 Research type

The researchers undertaking each of the systematic mapping studies chose to use the research type classifications proposed by Wieringa et al. [Wieringa06] and briefly introduced in Section 4.1. This simplifies the comparison between the studies. Note that the authors of the Swedish study used the term “conceptual proposal” while the Brazilian/USA study used the term “philosophical paper”, as did Wieringa et al. originally. The main motivation for the change being that the Swedish study authors thought it was a better description of what Wieringa describes as papers that describe new conceptual frameworks. Here, we have chosen to follow the Swedish study and use the term “conceptual proposal”.

Distributions of the classifications for the two systematic mapping studies using the above six research types are presented in Table 3. The actual classifications of the joint papers can be found in Appendix B.

Table 3: Classification of research types in the two studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research type</th>
<th>Distribution of all papers</th>
<th>Distribution of joint papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>Brazilian/USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation research</td>
<td>10 (15%)</td>
<td>5 (11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation research</td>
<td>12 (19%)</td>
<td>4 (9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution proposal</td>
<td>26 (40%)</td>
<td>26 (58%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conceptual proposal</td>
<td>11 (17%)</td>
<td>2 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience report</td>
<td>2 (3%)</td>
<td>4 (9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opinion paper</td>
<td>4 (6%)</td>
<td>4 (9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Despite using the same classification framework, the two mapping studies paint quite different pictures of the research types used in testing of software product lines. The studies agree that solution proposal dominates the literature. They are also in agreement about the number of experience reports and opinion papers being quite small. However for all other research types there are quite big disagreements, for example, the studies disagree about whether evaluation or validation research is largest. The studies are also in quite a disagreement about the conceptual proposal papers.

The disagreements called for a more in-depth study. The mapping of papers to the research type can be found in the original publication [Engström11] for the Swedish study. For the Brazilian/USA study, the authors provided the mapping to the first author of this paper. It turns out that only 11 papers out of 33 papers are classified as the same research type in the two studies, as can be seen in Appendix B. Although each paper could be classified as one of six types, making perfect agreement close to impossible, it is still discouraging that only 33% of the papers are classified in the same way by the two research teams producing the systematic maps. Given the low level of agreement in the classification, it was judged that a calculation of inter-rater agreement as conducted by, for example, Henningsson and Wohlin [Henningsson04] was not very useful, instead it was decided to study the differences in more depth.

We looked to see if there were any systematic patterns, for example, one of the research groups classifying a paper in one type and the other group often classifying it in another type, and hence the 22 papers classified differently are studied in more detail. It results in the 22 papers being spread across 11 different pairs of classifications. If any pattern can be discerned, it is that the Swedish study has a tendency to classify papers into evaluation or validation when the Brazilian/USA study classifies papers into the solution type. This pattern is visible for 10 papers out of the 22 papers classified differently by the two groups. It potentially illustrates that these types are not necessarily disjoint, since a solution may be proposed and then either evaluated or validated. It then becomes up to the researchers to decide which of these is most prevalent in the paper, or to classify papers into several types. The observation that there seems to be some underlying pattern makes the differences in classifications somewhat less critical, although there are still opportunities for improvement. The classification differences are further discussed in Section 6.

In summary, the results indicate dissimilarities in both selection and classification, which threatens the reliability of the systematic maps and reviews. The basic idea is of course that findings from systematic maps and reviews should be similar if targeting the same topic. This is a prerequisite to build trust in systematic maps and reviews. Having said this, the findings are contradictory to the findings by MacDonell et al. [MacDonell10]. They found that systematic reviews are a robust research method. However, the contexts are different. The comparison reported here is based on two independent teams studying the same area and a broader topic than addressed by MacDonell et al. In [MacDonell10], a comparison of two teams with a joint starting point and similar experiences came to similar conclusions although approaching the systematic review in different ways. The findings here are more aligned with the results by Kitchenham et al. [Kitchenham12a], where the authors found overlap in papers, but not as high a degree of overlap as in the study by MacDonell et al.
5.3 Research focus

The two mapping studies have used different ways of classifying the research of the papers. The Swedish study has used two dimensions: contribution and research focus. For the contribution category, the study used five subcategories and for research focus, seven subcategories were used. The Brazilian/USA study used nine subcategories for research focus. First of all, it can be observed that the classifications have been used differently in the two mapping studies. Both studies use multiple classifications for the papers, i.e. a paper may contribute to more than one area and hence it is classified into more than one subcategory. However, the Swedish study is quite restrictive with its use of multiple classifications, for example, for the research focus category only one paper is classified into more than one subcategory and for contribution the total number of classifications is 74 for 64 papers. While for the Brazilian/USA study, the 45 papers are classified into 130 subcategories with respect to research question (or focus). The latter means that the Brazilian/USA study on average used close to three subcategories for each paper while the Swedish study used slightly more than one subcategory for each paper.

Given the different classification schemes and the use of the schemes in terms of multiple classifications, it becomes close to impossible to compare the two studies regarding research focus. This is not surprising since they are mapping studies, and hence if the classes that the area is mapped to are different then the results become hard to compare. Given that they are two mapping studies, no synthesis is provided. It ought to be different if comparing two systematic literature reviews, since for this type of study a synthesis is expected.

The findings about dissimilar selection and classification in the previous section, when the two studies used the same classification scheme and still did not obtain similar results, do not encourage comparisons between the findings (with different classifications and different use of the subcategories). However, it is possible to map out the papers using the classifications in the mapping studies [Engström11, Neto11]. The results are presented in Table 4, where the main observation is related to frequencies in terms of areas having received most attention from researchers. For example, it can be seen that five papers (1, 11, 15, 16 and 33) have been related to test strategies and test management in combination. It is also worth noting that several cells are empty in Table 4.
Table 4: Classification of the research focus for the joint 33 papers. The Swedish categories are shown in columns, and the Brazilian/USA in rows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification of papers (33 papers)</th>
<th>Test organization and process</th>
<th>Test management</th>
<th>Testability</th>
<th>System and acceptance testing</th>
<th>Integration testing</th>
<th>Unit testing</th>
<th>Automation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test strategies</td>
<td>12, 17</td>
<td>1, 11, 15, 16, 33</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2, 3, 14, 27, 29, 31, 32</td>
<td>30, 32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static and dynamic analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td>1, 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing levels</td>
<td>12, 17</td>
<td>1, 11, 23, 33</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9, 13, 19, 25, 27, 32</td>
<td>20, 30, 32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regression testing</td>
<td>12, 17</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-functional requirements</td>
<td></td>
<td>24, 29</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commonality and variability</td>
<td>1, 4, 11, 33</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2, 3, 9, 13, 14, 19, 25, 28, 29, 31, 32</td>
<td>20, 30, 32</td>
<td>7, 5, 22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variant binding times and testability</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4, 11</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test effort</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1, 11, 33</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2, 9, 10, 14, 19, 24, 25, 26, 28, 30, 31, 32</td>
<td>20, 32</td>
<td>7, 5, 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing measures</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4 Validity threats
This is an analysis of two systematic maps, and hence the generalizability is of course not large. The internal validity is viewed as being high. The main reason being that a researcher working independently from the authors of the two systematic maps has performed the main analysis, and at the same time has been able to get complementary information from the authors of the systematic maps. The analysis complements the studies by MacDonell et al. [MacDonell10] and Kitchenham et al. [Kitchenham12a]. The findings are different from those of MacDonell et al., but similar to the findings by Kitchenham et al. The difference is that in [MacDonell10] the findings support the view that systematic literature reviews are reliable and here it indicates that it is a challenge to make secondary studies complete and hence reliable. Most likely it also depends on the area of study. MacDonell et al. studied a more focused area, which most likely affected the outcome. Furthermore, the researchers started from the same research questions, which also may have affected the results in comparison to the studies by Engström and Runeson [Engström11] and Neto et al. [Neto11], although the main objective is to map out an area given the definition of systematic maps.

6. Discussion
Based on the analysis of the two systematic mapping studies, some areas for discussion have been identified. First of all, it is clear that although the ambition is to summarize all relevant research in an area, different sets of papers will be obtained given a number of decisions taken. This is discussed in
Section 6.1. Some reflections regarding the findings are presented in Section 6.2. The research presented also gave rise to some areas of concern in relation to the procedures used for conducting secondary studies. This is discussed in Section 6.3. Issues related to researchers conducting secondary studies are discussed in Section 6.4. Finally, some reflections related to a reliability comparison between this study and the findings by MacDonell et al. [MacDonell10] are provided in Section 6.5.

6.1 Populations and sample

The results illustrate that it is far from obvious that the same papers will be either found or included even if secondary studies set out to analyse the same area, i.e. in this case the area of software product line testing. Before conducting the study, the first author expected more overlap between papers included in the studies, based on the two systematic maps studying the same research topic and the findings by MacDonell et al. [MacDonell10], who found a substantial overlap in the sets of papers found by two teams. Kitchenham et al. [Kitchenham12a] expressed this as 90% accuracy (in overlap of studies), which makes the authors conclude that it may be the best we can expect from two systematic literature reviews addressing the same research questions. Thus, although the objective is to find “all” relevant research papers and hence being comparable to a census, it is more likely that a sample of relevant research papers will be obtained. The differences in findings in overlap between the study by MacDonell et al. and this one are discussed further in Section 6.5.

The differences between all relevant research papers and the fact that we do not find the same papers in secondary studies are most likely due to decisions taken in the process of performing a secondary study. We propose dividing the paper selection process into three sets of papers, where the sample is a subset of the study population, which in its turn is a subset of the actual population. The three sets are as follows:

1. Actual population
   The factual criteria of the study limit the maximum number of papers that can be included. We refer to this as being the actual population, i.e. the most complete population we could obtain if we had unlimited resources to search all literature available. The factual criteria are:
   • Definition of area – the area of the secondary study is defined. Here, it refers to papers on software product line testing. However, it should be noted that even where researchers conduct studies of the same area, they might define the area slightly differently. For example, does software product line testing include papers on formal verification and dynamic analysis? It illustrates that we may not have sufficiently strong definitions of areas in software engineering, or that existing ones [Abran04] are not always used.
   • Research type – the study may focus on different types of research, for example, it may be required that a paper should include some form of empirical evaluation to be included in the study (i.e. making it potentially possible to synthesize the findings). It is worth highlighting that for systematic literature reviews, the papers must include some form of suitable data to allow for any meaningful synthesis.
   • Years – any restrictions on the years to be included in the study.
   • Language – research is published in many different languages, although in most cases researchers are focusing on publications available in English.
   • Publication type – this includes restricting the scope to, for example, only journal papers, only peer-reviewed papers or only to papers published in a specific conference/journal, or any other restriction on publication type.
These five criteria would result in a tentative maximum population, which we refer to as the actual population. It is of course close to impossible to find all papers in this population unless the secondary study is very focused, for example, on a specific series of conferences, one journal or focusing on one specific publication year.

2. Study population

Although an actual population exists, researchers have to make decisions to instantiate the factual criteria in practical procedures. This results in a study population. The instantiation relates to three areas:

Search strategy

- Researchers have to decide where to look for relevant papers. This may include:
  - Databases from publishers such as Scopus or IEEE Xplore,
  - General meta-databases as Inspec or Citeseer,
  - The use of specific search engines as, for example, GoogleScholar,
  - Selection of specific journals or conferences that are relevant for the area being studied,
  - Key authors in the area of study.
- Snowballing – it must be decided if snowballing will be used, which may add to the completeness of the set of papers identified.
- Keywords in searches – the researcher must identify keywords to include in search strings, validate search strings, and also triggers for having a closer look at a paper in the reference lists when applying a snowballing procedure.
- Authors – the researcher must decide whether the authors of papers identified should be contacted.

Inclusion/exclusion criteria

- Focus – the instantiation of the factual criteria implies specifying more details to judge what is to be included and excluded. For example, if it is required that a paper should include some form of empirical evaluation to be included in the study, criteria must be set up about what is meant by “empirical evaluation”. Is an experience report counted? An experiment with “toy” artefacts? Is the word “case study” in the title sufficient, or must some additional criteria be fulfilled.
- Level of evaluation – there is a need to decide how papers are evaluated in the selection, i.e. whether decisions are taken based on title, keywords, abstracts, partial reading (e.g. introduction and conclusions) or full text.

Quality evaluation criteria

- Quality – it must be decided if any criteria will be used for evaluating and judging quality, and whether the quality evaluation should result in exclusion of papers below a certain quality threshold. It is important to find quality criteria that can be applied in a similar way across different types of papers identified.

The criteria in the above three areas will inevitably reduce the number of papers in the study in relation to the actual population (all relevant papers on the topic). As soon as, for example, a certain set of databases has been chosen, we have put certain restrictions on what we are able to find. Thus, we obtain a study population, which is the maximum number of papers that can be found under the given restrictions.

3. Sample

The sample is the outcome from the instantiated procedures making up the study population. It is worth commenting on some of the procedures.

Search strategy

- Search strings – researchers must combine the keywords identified into one or more search strings for any database search conducted. Different databases also have different limitations that must be taken into account. All too often the search function in the
databases work in different ways, and other information sources, like Google Scholar, are not consistent over time. Thus, although trying to ensure that the search strings are the same, it may be difficult due to the different ways the search function is implemented. Furthermore, different search engines do not have the same functionality, for example, whether or not it is possible to search only in the title, or they have other technical limitations, for example, in construction of the search strings or how the searches are actually implemented.

**Inclusion/exclusion criteria**

- Individuals’ judgment on inclusion/exclusion criteria – each criterion must be judged by one or more researchers to decide whether a specific paper should be included or not. A common procedure is to have at least two people making individual evaluation and having, for example, three grades for papers: include, maybe, or exclude. In addition, the research expertise in the area is an important aspect when deciding which paper should or should not be included [Kitchenham11a].
- Combinations of individuals’ judgments – given the judgment of the individuals involved in the evaluation, the judgments must be combined. This can be done in different ways.

**Quality evaluation of papers**

- As for the inclusion/exclusion criteria, although with a quality focus. The actual sample will at the end be highly dependent both on the procedure applied and the judgments of the individuals conducting the secondary study.

The three paper sets and the aspects that make them different are summarized in Table 5.

Table 5: Summary of the aspects to address for the three papers sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual population</th>
<th>Study population</th>
<th>Sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Definition of area</td>
<td>Search strategy:</td>
<td>Search strategy:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Where to search?</td>
<td>• Construction of search string based on keywords?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Snowballing?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Keywords in searches?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Contact authors?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research type</td>
<td>Inclusion/exclusion criteria:</td>
<td>Inclusion/exclusion criteria:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Focus to be included?</td>
<td>• Procedure for individual judgment of criteria?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Level of evaluation?</td>
<td>• Procedure for combining individual judgments?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years</td>
<td>Quality evaluation criteria</td>
<td>Quality evaluation criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Thresholds?</td>
<td>• Procedure for individual judgment of criteria?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Procedure for combining individual judgments?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
However, it is possible to identify a common set of papers based on the factual criteria and hence having a joint actual population.

If looking at the delimiting criteria, it is quite clear that the researchers have taken different decisions as briefly described in Section 4 where the studies are presented. This means that the delimiting criteria have given the different studies different study populations, which explain some of the differences observed when it comes to the papers included in the separate studies.

Finally, when looking at the sampling and the instantiation of the delimiting criteria, this is dependent upon both judgment and ways of combining both judgment and keywords. This has to be factored in when comparing the final set of papers from different studies.

Taken altogether, it is not surprising that different studies identified different sets of papers as shown by the studies of software product line testing. Researchers conducting a secondary study, whether a systematic review or a systematic map, have to make a lot of decisions and exercise a lot of judgment.

Based on this observation, it should be noted that a larger sample may not necessarily be better; it is primarily about the representativeness of the sample and hence a smaller sample may provide a better picture of the actual status of an area. Thus, a smaller sample does not imply that the conclusions should be weaker or less reliable, although a larger representative sample is normally to be preferred. The only objective here is to explore and evaluate the reliability in conducting systematic mapping studies, not to evaluate the two individual studies. The identification of relevant studies is further discussed in [Zhang11].

6.2 Findings
As discussed in the previous section, it is not surprising that researchers end up with different sets of papers when conducting a secondary study. This is acceptable, but the key concern is whether or not they came to the same conclusions about the status of an area. The results from the analysis illustrate:

1. Even though the researchers had the same classification scheme for the research type, the classifications of the joint 33 papers came out quite differently. This may be a result of the classification needing to be more concrete and maybe there is also a need to have illustrative examples of each research type. At the same time, it is a judgment and depending on the researchers’ background and expertise it may result in a certain classification bias, for example, favouring one type of research type over another type. In the end, it is a matter of improving the procedures to ensure more common classifications. This is further discussed in Section 6.3.

2. When it comes to the research focus, the authors of the two mapping studies chose different ways of classifying the research. This makes it very hard to draw any conclusions from the comparison. However, it points to a need to have some way of representing research content in the same way as having a classification of research types, although it resulted in quite different outcomes in this analysis. Anyway, a classification scheme would form an important basis for a joint understanding of classifying research. This is also further discussed in Section 6.3.

Given that the findings are related to steps that are conducted both when performing a mapping study and a systematic review, it is here hypothesized that the findings are valid for both type of
studies. These findings indicate that there is still some way to go before we can expect secondary studies on the same topic to produce reliable results. This does not mean that we cannot learn from different secondary studies; it means that we have to be aware that the outcome of a secondary study is not necessarily reproducible. Thus, on the one hand secondary studies cannot yet be viewed as fully reliable, but on the other hand not using a structured approach to collect information of an area is worse, since it becomes impossible to even evaluate the reliability of a literature study. Thus, we must continue to refine and improve the support for secondary studies.

6.3 Procedures
Currently, we have guidelines for systematic reviews [Kitchenham07] and some studies have started using the research type classification proposed by Wieringa et al. [Wieringa06]. However, the outcome of this study indicates that it is insufficient. This study calls for:

- Standardized classification scheme with an agreed interpretation
  - The scheme for research type proposed in [Wieringa06] was not developed for secondary studies in general. It was originally proposed for use in requirements engineering. Maybe it has to be revised to fit other contexts too, or there may be a need to provide more details and examples together with the classification to ensure that the interpretation becomes more coherent. Compared to criteria used in the classification of empirical evaluations by Kitchenham et al. (2012b), Wieringa et al.'s scheme is defined on a higher abstraction level and added detail would probably reduce ambiguity.
  - The possibility of developing a classification scheme also for research focus ought to be further investigated. It may be an extension or adaptation of the ACM computing classification scheme [ACM11], which often is perceived as quite technically oriented. Such a classification scheme could potentially include general software engineering terms that go across different research topics, for example, process, method, technique, tool, and measurement. If managing to find some common terminology for classification, it would help in making studies more comparable and hence help in evaluating the reliability of secondary studies.

- Agreement on search strategy
  It may be infeasible to identify one strategy, but it would be good to have a small set of empirically proven strategies to identify relevant papers, including both strategies starting with database searches and snowballing. The strategies should preferably identify a higher number of relevant papers and still with as little noise as possible, i.e. high precision and high recall. The identification of good strategies should be done by evaluation and comparison of search strategies as discussed by, for example, Skoglund and Runeson, Dieste et al., Zhang et al., and Jalali and Wohlin [Skoglund09, Dieste 09, Zhang11, Jalali12].

- Agreement on inclusion/exclusion strategy
  After having identified a set of papers from applying the search strategy, it is important to have a good strategy of how to identify the relevant papers. This may include recommendations on the number of people involved in the inclusion/exclusion work, scales for judging relevance, rules for merging scores from different individuals, under which circumstances it makes sense to conduct a Kappa analysis of evaluator agreement and so forth. Kitchenham et al. [Kitchenham12b] studied these issues for formal experiments, using a rather detailed quality assessment scheme. They concluded that the median of three reviewers provided most reliable results. These findings
imply that inclusion/exclusion strategies should be more precisely defined, and that it is beneficial to have three reviewers taking part in the classification if possible.

- **Consistency in reporting**

To enable a better understanding of primary studies, it is very important that authors clearly differentiate between papers and studies. A paper may contain results from many studies, and a study may be reported in several papers. It is preferable that authors make this as clear as possible. Furthermore, authors of secondary studies should also report any papers that they did not include because they present the same study as another paper. It is natural to include the most comprehensive paper in relation to a specific study or studies, but it is important to also report the other papers to be able to judge completeness in terms of papers found, and hence reliability. Kitchenham et al. [Kitchenham12a] also highlight this issue.

In summary, some guidelines exist, but more are most likely needed to ensure more consistent and reliable secondary studies.

### 6.4 Researcher issues

Classification is a key issue, but it is not only the responsibility of the researcher conducting the secondary study. Researchers writing papers must consider writing for possible use in secondary studies and synthesis. If at least using a standardized terminology, or preferably standardized classification schemes, like the ACM computing classification system [ACM11], then authors of papers can classify their own papers and hence making synthesis easier in the long run. Using structured abstracts also would help the classification [Budgen08]. However, this is a major shift, i.e. writing for actually making synthesis easier instead of primarily writing for publishing your own research results.

Education is also an important issue both to write for synthesis and for doing the secondary studies as such. In many cases, students as part of their research education conduct systematic literature studies. This may be good, but it should preferably be done together with researchers experienced in doing secondary studies as well as knowing the area of the secondary study.

### 6.5 Reliability comparison

The results in our study indicate lower reliability of secondary studies compared to the study by MacDonell et al. [MacDonell10], where the two teams come up with quite similar sets of papers. Our study is more aligned with the findings by Kitchenham et al. [Kitchenham12a], where the overlap in relation to other secondary studies is smaller. Thus, the findings here may not contradict the study by MacDonell et al. [MacDonell10], but rather be a consequence of the differences between the studies.

Some of the main differences between the findings in this study and the study by MacDonell et al. that may contribute to explain the differences observed are:

- **Authors in both teams in the MacDonell study [MacDonell10] have contributed substantially to the field studied (as exemplified with 5 out of 11 papers co-authored by researchers in the study). Thus, the authors are experts in the area studied, and hence they are more likely to identify relevant papers than those not being expert in the area [Kitchenham11a].**

- **A more narrow area was studied, which is often the case with a systematic literature review, trying to address a specific research question. Secondary studies are to a large extent similar to**
qualitative research where information has to be coded and observations may very well be interpreted slightly differently by different researchers or at least be given different weight to differing observations. Thus, a secondary study of a broader area (typically a systematic mapping study) will most likely require more judgment than a more focused secondary study (typically a systematic literature review addressing a specific research question), and hence we may very well find different reliability of secondary studies without any study actually being wrong.

Several of the above potential threats to the findings by MacDonell et al. [MacDonell10] are acknowledged in their study, and hence it does not mean that one study is more correct than the other. It simply means that we must be better in understanding when a secondary study is reliable and when it can be questioned. In summary, the study presented here does not support the conclusion that mapping studies are reliable. This implies that we must find ways of making them more reliable and to understand when they are reliable.

7. Conclusions

We compared two independent mapping studies in the field of software product line testing. The outcomes with respect to the three research questions stated in Section 3.1 are as follows:

RQ1: Which steps of the mapping studies are shown to be reliable or unreliable and why?

Given that the research goals are phrased quite differently, the two studies have a clear overlap in papers, but they also have papers that were either not found in the other study or not included in the other study. One factor is how the area actually was defined and is hence also a matter of judgment. The overlap in papers is considerably lower than in the reliability study by MacDonell et al. [MacDonell10] and more aligned with the overlap found by Kitchenham et al. [Kitchenham12a]. When comparing the classification of research type for the papers found in both studies (Swedish study and Brazilian/USA study), the classification is the same only for one third of the papers, which calls for clearer definitions.

RQ2: How are the general conclusions about the topic affected by differences in the two independent studies?

The conclusions are not the same, except for the very abstract level, which states that “More validation and evaluation research is needed to provide a better foundation for SPL testing” and “additional investigation, empirical and practical, should be performed” in the two abstracts, respectively. However, the differences at a more detailed level are partially different because the two studies asked different research questions although studying the same area, and hence it is difficult to compare the studies in relation to the software product line testing. Having said this, both studies used the same classification of papers when it comes to the type of research, and they come to quite different conclusions regarding the distribution of papers in terms of research type.

RQ3: Based on the analysis, what recommendations can be done to help improve reliability of secondary studies such as systematic reviews and systematic mapping studies?

The findings do not provide one answer to this question, instead the findings helped identifying further areas of research, which is presented next in terms of conjectures that have to be evaluated and studied further in future research.
Based on this study, we conclude that the reliability of secondary studies cannot and should not be taken for granted. The comparison of the two systematic maps on software product line testing shows that the decisions taken by researchers and the judgments exercised influences the outcome both in terms of which papers are found and what the researchers conclude from their secondary studies. This is not wrong, but it must be taken into account when evaluating secondary studies. The findings here point to a number of areas where more research is needed in terms of understanding how to conduct secondary studies in software engineering. Four specific research areas related to secondary studies are pointed out below in the form of four conjectures.

1. Snowballing based on researcher expertise and knowledge of an area is more efficient than trying to find optimal search strings. Snowballing gives more relevant papers and less noise and the expertise of the researchers is made better use of. Snowballing is recommended in Information Systems [Webster02]. The conjecture is based on that the Swedish study found more papers than the Brazilian/USA study. This is contradicted for two out of three secondary studies in software engineering [Skoglund09] when using a strictly formalized snowballing procedure. On the other hand, another study showed that although not exactly the same papers were found using database search and snowballing, the actual findings from the two search approaches were comparable [Jalali12]. More research is needed to understand which search strategy is best under which circumstances.

2. Secondary studies will not find the same papers (as in the case studied here and also according to Skoglund and Runeson [Skoglund09]) unless it is a study of a relatively narrow area with experts in the area conducting the study [MacDonell10]. Research is needed to understand when it can be expected that two independent secondary studies will find the same set of papers.

3. Secondary studies may come to the same general conclusions regarding an area even if the papers found are not the same. There is a need to identify under which circumstances the general findings from secondary studies come to similar findings although the set of identified papers are not the same.

4. Secondary studies are not reliable per se; they are highly dependent on the context of the secondary study, for example the area studied, researchers conducting the study, search approach and data available from the primary studies. Research is needed to understand the influence of contextual factors when conducting secondary studies.

Secondary studies have many aspects in common with both quantitative research and qualitative research. The definition of an area and searching for papers resemble quantitative research, but a secondary study also includes a lot of judgment and coding of papers, which show large similarities with qualitative research. The latter is one explanatory factor for several of the conjectures above. However, this is most likely not the only explanatory factor and hence more research is needed to fully benefit from secondary studies. At the end, secondary studies must be as reliable as possible so that other researchers can use them as a basis for their future research and practitioners can use the findings to take more informed decisions about what works and what does not work in software engineering in a given context. This may be very difficult to achieve, but it should definitely be the vision for secondary studies in software engineering.
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Appendix A – Papers from the two mapping studies

A1. Papers in the Swedish study and the Brazilian/USA study

A2. Papers only in the Swedish study
A number of papers were excluded in the Brazilian/USA, which was included in the Swedish study. These are listed in Appendix A2.1. Only six papers included in the Swedish study, where actually available in the databases used in the Brazilian/USA study, see Appendix A2.2. In Appendixes A2.3-A2.6, papers included in the Swedish study but not really possible to find in the Brazilian/USA study, due to the focus on a defined set of databases, are listed. The reasons for not finding them include papers being in other databases than those used in the Brazilian/USA study or not being available in a specific database, but possible to find on the web.

A2.1. Excluded based on full papers

A2.2. In databases explored in the Brazilian/USA study

A2.3. In other databases

A2.4. Available in pdf through GoogleScholar

A2.5. Appear as cited in GoogleScholar

A2.6. Not found in GoogleScholar

A3. Papers only in the Brazilian/USA study
It should be noted that two of the papers found in the Brazilian/USA study could not be found in the Swedish study due to searching in different time frames, i.e. the Swedish study was conducted up until 2008 and the Brazilian/USA study also included 2009 (see Appendix A3.2). Furthermore, the Swedish study decided to exclude non-peer reviewed literature, which means that five papers identified in the Brazilian/USA study were excluded by definition in the Swedish study (see Appendix A3.3). This leaves five papers found in the Brazilian/USA study that were not found in the Swedish study (see Appendix A3.1).

A3.1. Unique peer-reviewed papers from 2008 and before

A3.2 Papers from 2009

A3.3 Non-peer reviewed papers
Appendix B – Classification of papers in research type

Comparison of classification of the 33 common research articles listed in Appendix A1. Each study’s classification is shown with Brazilian respectively Swedish.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number in A1</th>
<th>Validation Research</th>
<th>Evaluation Research</th>
<th>Solution Proposal</th>
<th>Philosophical Papers</th>
<th>Opinion Papers</th>
<th>Experience Papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>Brazilian</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Brazilian, Swedish</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Brazilian</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Brazilian, Swedish</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Brazilian, Swedish</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Brazilian, Swedish</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>Brazilian</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>Brazilian</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Brazilian</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Brazilian, Swedish</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>Brazilian</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Brazilian, Swedish</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Brazilian, Swedish</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Brazilian, Swedish</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Brazilian</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Brazilian</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>Brazilian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>Brazilian</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>Brazilian</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>Brazilian</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Brazilian</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>Brazilian</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Brazilian</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Brazilian</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Brazilian</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Brazilian, Swedish</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>Brazilian</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>Brazilian</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Brazilian, Swedish</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>Brazilian, Swedish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Brazilian</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Brazilian</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>Brazilian</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>Brazilian</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>